
F3-F: A System Theoretic Approach to Robust 
Detection Of Potential Threats from Video

Abstract— This research aims at a substantial enhancement of the ability to conduct autono-
mous, video based, persistent intelligent surveillance, and reconnaissance and threat assess-
ment in highly uncertain, adversarial scenarios such as urban environments.  The main idea 
is the use of operator theoretic and convex analysis methods to recast several key sub-prob-
lems arising in this context -tracking, dynamic appearance, and activity recognition -into a 
finite dimensional convex optimization that can be efficiently solved.
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II. PROJECT OVERVIEW AND SIGNIFICANCE

This research effort is aimed at a substantial enhancement of our ability to exploit surveillance camera net-
works to predict and isolate threats from explosive devices in heavily crowded public spaces, and to guide 
complementary detection modalities, subsequent to a threat alert. At its core was a novel approach, stressing 
dynamic models as a key enabler for automatic, real time interpretation of what is currently an overwhelm-
ing profusion of video data streams. It included both theory development in an emerging new field, and an 
investigation of implementation issues. As part of the ALERT center of excellence, it synergistically linked 
with several efforts at NU, and with NU’s partners, both in academia and industrial R&D. 
Video-based methods have an enormous potential for providing advance warning of terrorist activities and 
threats. In addition, they can assist and substantially enhance localized, complementary sensors that are 
more restricted in range, such as radar, infrared and chemical detectors. Moreover, since the supporting hard-
ware is relatively inexpensive and to a very large extent already deployed (stationary and mobile networked 
cameras, including camera cell phones, capable of broadcasting and sharing live video feeds), the additional 
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investment required is minimal. 
Arguably, the critical impediment to fully realize this potential is the absence of reliable technology for ro-
bust, real time interpretation of the abundant, multi-camera video data. The dynamic and stochastic nature 
of this data, compounded with its high dimensionality, and the difficulty to characterize distinguishing fea-
tures of benign vs. dangerous behaviors, make automatic threat detection extremely challenging. Indeed, 
state-of-the-art turnkey software, such as that in use by complementary projects at NU, heavily relies on hu-
man operators, which, in turn, severely limits the scope of its use. 
This research was motivated by an emerging opportunity to address these challenges, exploiting advances at 
the confluence of robust dynamical systems, computer vision and machine learning. A fundamental feature 
and key advantage of the methods developed is the encapsulation of information content on targeted behav-
ior in dynamic models. Drawing on solid theoretical foundations, robust system identification and adaptation 
methods, along with model (in)validation tools,  yielded quantifiable characterization of threats and benign 
behaviors, provable uncertainty bounds, and alternatives for viable explanations of observed activities. The 
resulting systems  integrate real time data from multiple sources over dynamic networks, cover large areas, 
extract meaningful behavioral information on a large number of individuals and objects, and strike a difficult 
compromise between the inherent conservatism demanded from threat detection, and the need to avoid a 
high false-alarm ratio, which heightens vulnerability by straining resources.

III. RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ACTIVITY

A.	 State-of-the-Art	and	Technical	Approach

Conceptual foundation: Dynamic models as an information encoding paradigm for data streams. 
The assumption that encoded information is manifested by (low dimensional) cross-correlations, is stan-
dard, including extensions to spatio-temporal settings. Our basic premise, as simple as it is powerful, is that a 
leap forward is enabled by the encapsulation of temporal (and some spatial) correlations in dynamic models. 
It amounts to a reasonable “localization” hypothesis for temporal correlations, and is a given in mechani-
cal and biological motion (including human). Embedding problems in the conceptual world of dynamical 
systems made available an extremely versatile and powerful knowledge base and ensemble of methods, in-
cluding analysis and design tools and quantifiable comparisons. As a simple illustration, note that while a 
comparison of two dynamical systems may be as simple as solving a low dimensional linear matrix inequality 
(LMI), the comparison of high-dimensional data streams necessitates temporal overlap and requires a com-
putationally expensive synchronization search. 
Technical foundation: Operator theoretic embedding. 
Having translated problems arising in the context of activity analysis and threat detection into systems theo-
retic terms,  our approach focal point was the realization that a shared underlying property is the ability to 
reformulate them as constrained operator interpolation problems, efficiently solvable with commercially 
available tools. While tools developed to date might possibly not yet resolve all open issues for each of the 
sub-problems, the proposed framework provided the foundation for building an unified set of tools to ad-
dress robustness and performance issues across a wide range of technical problems addressed in this project 
as briefly summarized below.
1. Robust Operator Based Tracking. The ability to persistently track and disambiguate is a key enabler for 
both activity recognition, as discussed below, and suspect identification at a distance. However, this process 
is far from trivial in urban environments: barriers include missing data due to occlusion; target appearance 
changes, not always visible and compounded by the (potential) existence of multiple targets with similar ap-
pearance; and the high dimensionality intrinsic to video streams. The key idea to overcome these barriers 
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was to model the temporal evolution of relevant video image features f as the output of a dynamical system, 
driven by a stochastic input. Tracking targets in a sequence of frames was then stated as an operator theo-
retic robust identification/model (in)validation problem using a priori information derived e.g. from physical 
constraints, long term crowd motion models (see below), etc.  In the simpler case of linear target dynamics 
and few features, combining the identified dynamics with a particle filter led to both considerable robust-
ness improvement and substantial computational complexity reduction, compared with prevalent methods. 
Realistic situations required addressing the issues of high dimensionality of the data, appearance changes 
and nonlinear, possibly time varying, dynamics. This was accomplished using manifold discovery methods, 
such as Locally Linear Embeddings (LLE), to map image features to points on low dimensional manifolds 
where dynamics are locally linear time invariant, effectively decoupling appearance from intrinsic dynamics. 
Generalized interpolation theory reduces the identification of local linear dynamics, along the manifold, to 
a convex Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) optimization problem. The transition between local models can 
be detected by an LMI model invalidation feasibility step. Figure 1 illustrates this approach, showing close 
agreement between the actual time traces over the manifold representing a walking sequence, and the posi-
tions predicted using a locally linear, dynamic model, identified from training data, and successful tracking in 
the presence of occlusion.

2. The multiple camera case. Here the goal is to exploit data from multiple cameras to cooperatively en-
hance tracking capabilities, including (i) disambiguation between similar targets, (ii) sustain occlusion of 
some participating cameras, and (iii) exploit multiple perspectives for enhanced target appearance and be-
havior analysis. Inputs from several (roughly) registered cameras are incorporated as sources for cumulative 
geometric constraints that, once again, translate into additional convex constraints for associated identifi-
cation/invalidation problems. The entailed increased computational complexity was alleviated using data 
streams projections onto the low dimensional manifolds, associated with each viewpoint as discussed in [I.-] 
above, rather than raw video data. The manifolds were dynamically registered, using robust identification to 
extract dynamical systems (hence input-output operators) that mediate between trajectories across differ-
ent manifolds. These operators are the key enablers to the sought enhanced capabilities: Coordinating data 
from participating cameras reduced uncertainty through the intersection of uncertainty sets, associated ap-
pearance descriptors of a single object from several perspectives, and allowed for predicting the location of a 
target, momentarily occluded from one camera, using inputs from other cameras.

Figure 1: (a) 3D representation of a walking sequence by local linear embedding (LLE). (b) Dynamics Identification 
by Caratheodory-Fejer (CF) interpolation and prediction for next 38 frames. (c) Handling occlusion by a background 
object.
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3. Robust Activity Recognition. Activities were modeled as stationary stochastic processes. Expert rules 
and adaptive learning of prototype normal and threatening human and object (e.g., abandoned luggage or 
automobiles) activities were translated into a model database through training data. Recognition was ac-
complished by interrogating the database, via a sequence of model invalidation problems, to find the closest 
match.  This approach achieved a success rate of 97% in real images.
4. Multiple Targets. It is vital to have the ability of tracking and disambiguating multiple moving objects (as 
e.g., in crowd activity modeling and analysis). Thus, it is of interest to identify (i) the number of objects, (ii) 
their individual dynamics and, (iii) assign points in the image to each object. Existing approaches employ 
factorizations of matrices formed by time traces of positions in the image of tracked features. These meth-
ods lead to elegant, computationally efficient solutions, yet they are fragile, sensitive to noise and missing 
correspondences, and have difficulties disambiguating objects that share some motion components such as 
subgroups of moving people in a crowded area. Our approach to alleviate these difficulties was to base seg-
mentation on the consistent identification of distinct dynamic models for distinct objects. This amounted, 
once again, to an operator identification problem, involving structural rank constraints. These conditions 
precisely encapsulate the physical spatio–temporal constraints that recover the geometry of the scene, ex-
ploiting objects dynamics to accurately track them over time, even in the presence of occasional occlusion.
5. Crowd motion modeling.  Considering densely crowded areas as natural terrorist targets, the combina-
tion of sheer numbers, partial occlusion, and the proximity between people, might make tracking and analyz-
ing the motion of each individual in some large inspected area (e.g., the already sitting spectators in a sport 
arena) prohibitively difficult. Our team’s approach was therefore to pass to mass flow models at the macro-
scopic levels.  In this approach, a succession of increased resolution refinements from mass through group 
to the individual levels of interrogation is triggered by anomaly detection at suspect areas, before a human 
observer is alerted. Granular fluid models provided the framework for mass flow models. Such models have 
evolved from observations regarding crowd behavior, dating to the early 1970’s. Appeals to the conceptual 
and technical framework of fluid dynamics and statistical mechanics have grown rapidly over the past decade 
and are now part and parcel of crowd motion analysis and planning, including response programs, evacua-
tion plans and the architectural design of high traffic public areas.

B.	 Major	Contributions	

In this section we briefly review the main contributions made to the ALERT project by our team during 2009 
- 2013. A more complete description of these results is available in the papers listed at the end of this report. 
Copies of these papers, as well as several demos are available at the Robust Systems Laboratory web page: 
http://robustsystems.ece.neu.edu/
(a) Identification of Wiener systems. Tracking complex targets such as humans that can undergo substan-
tial appearance changes requires sophisticated models that capture the time evolutions of target templates 
and shape -- i.e. time evolution of shape moments, contour descriptors, etc. However, moving beyond just 
a few simple descriptors such as color histograms or the width and height of the target, requires address-
ing the issues of high computational costs, due to the poor scaling properties of LMI based identification 
algorithms, and nonlinear appearance changes.  We addressed this challenge through the use of nonlinear 
dimensionality reduction techniques to map the data to a lower dimensional manifold where the identifica-
tion/tracking is performed. This idea is appealing since it leads to a separation type principle, decoupling the 
motion dynamics of the target and its appearance changes: motion of the points in the manifold correspond 
to the intrinsic dynamics of the target, while the mapping from the manifold to descriptors accounts for 
appearance changes. Further, since this last mapping does not have dynamics, it can be modeled as a static 
nonlinearity, leading naturally to the problem of identification of Wiener systems.  As part of this project, we 
have established that this problem is NP-hard [1]. Thus, in order to obtain computationally tractable solu-
tions, amenable to real time implementations, we have developed risk-adjusted relaxations, whose complex-
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ity only grows polynomially with the size of the data [2]. We also explored a deterministic alternative, based 
on recent results on polynomial optimization using the method of moments [3].
(b) Identification of switched systems. Cases involving a transition between different models, e.g. different 
motion modalities or substantially different appearance, can be modeled as a mode-transition in a piecewise 
affine switched system. While identification of these systems has been the subject of intense research in 
the past few years, a comprehensive framework is still lacking. Indeed, in the case of noisy measurements, 
existing methods lead to computationally hard problems with poor scaling properties. We have shown that 
recasting the problem into a sparsification form can circumvent these difficulties and exploiting recent re-
sults from convex optimization on obtaining con-
vex envelopes[4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In addition, we have 
developed efficient methods for detecting mode 
switches, based on estimating the rank of suitable 
Hankel matrices [9, 10, 11].
(c) Constrained interpolation of noisy data. In 
most surveillance scenarios only partial data is 
available, due for instance to occlusion, transmis-
sion blackouts or limited sensing capabilities. In 
these situations, it is of interest to estimate the 
missing data, for instance in order to perform data 
association (e.g. in the context of tracklet stitch-
ing) or to uncover correlations mediated by the 
missing elements. We have shown that this inter-
polation can be reduced to a rank minimization 
problem, which in turn (due to its Hankel struc-
ture) can be efficiently solved using convex relax-
ations [9, 10]. Figure 2 shows an example where 
tracklets resulting from occlusion in a video of 
people walking on a parking lot (provided by Sie-
mens Corporate Research) are stitched together 
to preserve the identity of the target in spite of the 
occlusion. 
(d) Fast event detection in video sequences. We have developed an efficient algorithm based upon re-
casting the problem as finding mode-switches in a piecewise affine system and using the theoretical tools 
developed in item (a) above. Figure 3 shows the effectiveness of this approach in detecting the transition 
between two different motion modalities: walking, and stopping to remove some clothing in a video captur-
ing the suspect of a bombing attack attempted in New York City in 2007. Further, combination with the data 
interpolation tools of (b), allows for 
uncovering events occurring while 
the target is occluded, as illustrated 
in Figure 4 on the following page 
[9, 10].
(e) Contra-flow in the exit detec-
tion. In this application, the goal is 
to flag an event when an individual 
enters a sterile area in an airport 
terminal through an exit lane by-
passing security checks and to tag 
the individual for future tracking. 

Figure 2: Tracklet matching preserves target identity under 
occlusion and tracking errors. Top: partial tracklets. Bottom: 
Stitching indicated by triangles.

Figure 3: Fast event detection. The jump in the rank of the Hankel matrix 
indicates a change in dynamics as the suspect of a 2007 bombing attack in 
New York City stops to remove his sweater.
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While it is possible to detect such an event by tracking everybody and flagging targets using the method de-
scribed above in (d), such an approach would unnecessarily severely tax computing resources since in this 
case the event of interest is well specified. Thus, instead, we have designed an algorithm to simply detect 
areas where localized (both spatially and temporarily) motion is against a pre-defined direction. Figure 5 
shows an example of a frame where an individual going against the flow is detected. 
We explored four different approaches to this problem 
with different levels of computational complexity and de-
tection performance and using different numbers of video 
inputs. Computational complexity is important because it 
has a strong impact on the ability of producing alarms in 
real time. However, in general, there is a trade off between 
the complexity of the algorithms and the level of perfor-
mance they can achieve in terms of misdetection and false 
alarm rates. With more time and computer power avail-
able it is possible to perform more sophisticated tests to 
detect/track pedestrians that are less prone to misde-
tection and false alarms. However, the need for real time 
detections puts constraints on how much can be done at 
the required frame or faster than frame rate. Thus, our 
experiments allowed us to explore different compromises between complexity and detection performance. 
We tested our algorithms using video inputs captured from three cameras deployed at an exit at Cleveland 
Hopkins International Airport (CLE). The videos provide very different views of the area due to the topology 
of the exit and the location of the cameras as illustrated in Figure 6. The diversity of these views allowed us to 
explore alternative procedures using a single camera and/or a combination of cameras as described below. 
Each of these possibilities has both advantages and disadvantages. Using a single camera is the most general 
setup since in many airport exits there is only one camera available. Furthermore, even if there is more than 
one camera, the system can operate on one of them and switch cameras if the one being used goes down for 
some reason. Moreover, if the chosen camera is well positioned it 
is possible to detect the event as it is happening or about to hap-
pen, giving the most time to the TSO to react and intercept the 
event, without having to wait until the other cameras catch the 
event. For example, at the exit in CLE used for our experiments one 
of the three cameras (camera #3) can catch an event only after the 
individual has already passed both the security line and the TSO, 
and turned a corner towards the sterile area. Finally, processing 
a single camera requires less computational resources than pro-
cessing multiple cameras, freeing time to perform more sophis-
ticated and reliable algorithms in the available video stream. On 
the other hand, using multiple cameras may allow running sim-
pler algorithms on each camera, which can then be used to make 

Figure 4: Detecting occluded events via Hankel rank minimization.

Figure 5:  Example of a contraflow detection.

Figure  6: Camera layout and exit topology 
at CLE Airport.
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decisions based on a voting scheme by using the available information to help disambiguating conflicting 
information between cameras.
Corner Tracklets Approach: In this approach, with the least computational cost, the system detects local 
features on each frame and track them using a Lucas Kanade [12] tracker for at least 5 frames as shown in 
Figure 7. The idea behind the Lucas Kanade tracker is to match local patches around features across frames 
using an affine distortion model to take into account appearance changes from frame to frame–i.e. find an 
affine transformation between frames that minimizes the sum of the square errors between a patch in frame 
at time t and an affine transformed patched in frame at time t+1: 

where T(x,y) is the image gray level of the tem-
plate at pixel location (x,y) at time t, W(x,y) is an 
affine warping transformation defined in terms 
of a set of parameters P, I is the frame at time t+1,  
E(u,v) is the sum of square errors for a match 
corresponding to a displacement of the template 
equal to (u,v).
Since patches with texture variations are easier 
to match across frames [13], we used a Harris 
[14] corner detector to select good features to 
track. Events are detected when there are at 
least 3 trajectories in the wrong direction. The 
benefit of this approach is that it can run ex-
tremely fast (faster than frame rate) providing 
timely alerts and achieving 0 misdetections. In 

our tests, we were able to achieve rates of 39 frames/sec using a single thread and up to 100 frames/sec us-
ing three threads while processing recorded video on a 2.2. GHz Intel Core i7 machine. However, it typically 
produces a large number of false alarms. In most cases, the false alarms are due to brisk movements of the 
arms such as lifting a bag or answering a cell phone, events that are too common for this approach to be use-
ful. Furthermore, because it relies on local features –i.e. each individual feature is tracked independently of 
the others, this approach does not provide a good ̀ `tagging” mechanism to track the individual in other views. 
Because of these reasons, this method was not pursued any further.
Multi-camera Pedestrian Tracker Approaches: In the sequel we present two alternative approaches 
where we introduce two important modifications to the previous one. First, tracking is performed at a higher 
level instead of at the local features level. By higher level, we mean that the tracker follows a larger region in 
the image. The region may be defined as the output of a pedestrian detector or as a set of contiguous pixels 
that exhibit similar motion. The reasons for this change are twofold. Foremost, we believe that using a global 
tracker would reduce false alarms generated by localized contraflow movements due for example to a swing-
ing arm while walking. In addition, having a global tracker in place would provide a better interface for the 
next stage when the tagged individual must be tracked across the airport terminal. 
The second modification is to use information from all the available cameras to further reduce false alarms. 
However, due to the drain in computational resources caused by processing each video stream, not all cam-
eras are treated equal.  We explored two possibilities where two or one of the cameras are used as ``primary’’ 
cameras and the remaining camera(s) is(are) used on a secondary or “verification” role. Using this allocation 
of computational resources, the data from the primary cameras is processed using more expensive to com-
pute but with better chance of success algorithms, while the data from the verify cameras is processed using 
less demanding software to filter out possible false alarms created by the other cameras.

Figure 7: Corner tracklets approach. Corners (left) are tracked 
(right) to detect contraflow (bottom right).
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1) Two Primary Cameras + One Verify Camera. In this approach, the two cameras facing the security line 
(labeled #1 and #2 in Figure 8) are used as primary ones and the remaining camera  (labeled #3 in Figure 8) 
is used as a verification camera.

In the primary cameras, we use 
high quality pedestrian detectors 
based on Histogram-of-Oriented-
Gradient (HOG) features [15] (See 
Figure 9 for an example where a 
person is detected using this ap-
proach). In general, HOG based 
pedestrian detectors are more 
reliable for detecting humans in 
video than simply using a generic 
motion based segmentation algo-
rithm to distinguish foreground 
regions from background regions. 
The main reason for their supe-
rior performance is that these 
are specialized detectors that are 
trained on labeled data to find 
human like shapes. On the other 
hand, background subtraction 
techniques are generic and hence 
cannot distinguish between mov-

ing objects and a human and are often affected by changes in illumination and background model drift. How-
ever, the superior performance of HOG based detectors comes at the price of greater computational costs: 
HOG requires computing image gradients and local histograms before the detector is tested at each location. 
In contrast, background subtraction can be computed very fast since it only involves subtracting the current 
image from an image with the current model of the background. In practice, we use a mix of both approaches, 
where bad pedestrian detections are filtered out using background subtraction.
The detected pedestrians (as a whole) are tracked in the input streams from the primary cameras using 
a circulant tracker [16]. This tracker follows its target by performing template matching between the cur-
rent frame and the previous frame. However, instead of performing cross-correlations between the target 
and multiple sliding windows on the current frame, the circulant tracker performs a single cross-correlation 
between a much larger “circulant” template and the image. The circulant template used by the tracker is 
built by concatenating shifted versions of the original tem-
plate where the shifts correspond to the potential displace-
ments of the target. To improve computational efficiency 
and achieve real time performance, the cross-correlation 
is computed in the frequency domain by first computing 
the Fourier transform the circulant template of the target, 
T(u,v), and of an image subwindow in the next frame, I(u,v), 
centered at the previous location of the target, where u and 
v are the spatial frequencies. Then, the most likely location 
of the target in the current frame is found by searching for 
the maximum value of the inverse Fourier transform of the 
product T(u,v).I(u,v). Figure 10 on the following page shows 
an example.

Figure 8: Contraflow detection using two primary and one verification 
cameras.

Figure 9: Pedestrian detection using a HOG based 
detector.
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Finally, the third camera (#3) (called here the “verify” camera) facing into the terminal is used to confirm 
true events after the transgressor crossed the security line and turned into the sterile area. However, due to 
the fact that the processes required by cameras #1 and #2 are quite expensive, the algorithm used with this 
camera is less sophisticated and cheaper to compute. For this view, we fall back into the cheaper, albeit less 
reliable, background subtraction method to detect pedestrians by simply detecting moving regions or “blobs” 
which are different from the background (See Figure 11 for an example). Since this camera is only used as a 
validation camera, it was considered that the performance of this algorithm was sufficient for this task. Once 
these blobs are detected, they are tracked using the same tracker as with the other two cameras. In order to 
avoid false alarms from TSA personnel using a hallway door that can be seen from this view, the detector only 
considers the region in the image below the door. This approach is computationally less demanding than the 
approach used in cameras #1 and #2 and is only active for a set length of time after an alarm has occurred in 
one of the two primary cameras.
In this approach, in all three cameras, an event is signaled when a pedestrian’s vertical progress (distance 
of the motion towards the security line) exceeds a threshold value. In the two primary cameras, pedestri-
an tracks are checked for events once they have ended (i.e. when they leave the screen or are lost by the 
tracker). If an event is detected 
in a primary camera, the third 
camera is activated. This cam-
era checks every track in every 
frame, including those still ac-
tive. Finally, the program logs 
a true event when an event 
has occurred in any two of the 
three cameras. Due to the com-
putational cost of the HOG pe-
destrian detector used in the 
two primary cameras, this al-
gorithm was run at 15 frames-
per-second.
2) One Primary Camera + Two Verify Cameras. Alternatively, we tested a system where camera #2 is the 
primary camera and the other two cameras are used as verification cameras as shown in Figure 12 on the 
following page. Camera #3 is considered the “first verify” camera and camera #1 is considered as the “second 
verify camera” in this approach.
During normal operation, a set length of “past” video is saved from the second verify camera. When an event 

Figure 10: Tracking using a circulant tracker. Left: template. Center: Possible locations of the target in the current 
frame can be tested by performing multiple correlations. Right: The circulant tracker performs a single cross-
correlation in the frequency domain

Figure 11: Background subtraction. Left: original input frame. Right: foreground 
regions detected by subtracting the background.
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is detected in the primary camera, both of the verify cameras become active. The second verify camera begins 
searching the “past” video for the perpetrator using the same motion blob tracking methods previously de-
scribed. To avoid false alarms, only the area below the exit line is considered for blob detection. The primary 
camera and first verify camera operate the same as in the previous algorithm.

In this approach, a true event is 
logged after the primary cam-
era has signaled an event, fol-
lowed by either one of the verify 
cameras signaling an event. In all 
three cameras, an event is sig-
naled when a pedestrian’s vertical 
progress in the image exceeds a 
threshold value. Again, due to the 
computational cost of the HOG pe-
destrian detector, this algorithm 
was run at 15 frames-per-second.
Single Camera Blob Tracker Ap-
proach. After testing the previ-
ous algorithms a number of key 
observations were made. In order 
to make sure that all events were 
caught on the primary camera, the 
vertical progress threshold for an 
event needed to be set extremely 
low (10 pixels). However, this re-

sulted in many false alarms. Yet, the verify cameras were able to have a much higher threshold and prevent 
these from being recorded as true events. However, unfortunately, the primary camera still missed a number 
of events and adjusting parameters such as the frequency of the HOG pedestrian detection had non-deter-
ministic effects on the performance. It was observed that on all the three cameras, the background subtrac-
tion is cleanest in lower portions of the frames due to mpeg compression artifacts in the upper portions. 
Indeed, the motion blob detection using background subtraction is extremely robust on the verify cameras 
where the detection is only performed on the bottom of the frame.
Thus, in this approach, only camera #2 is used. This camera has a clear view of the exit line and has the clean-
est background subtraction results. It also has a well-defined entrance and exit paths for all pedestrians. The 
algorithm used on the this camera is essentially the same as the one previously used on the second verify 
camera (See Figure 13), except that the detec-
tion region was moved up to be centered around 
the exit line with a height of 100 pixels. Doing 
this enables the algorithm to catch the individu-
als entering from the terminal, stepping across 
the alert line, and returning to the terminal.
Figure 14 on the following page shows two ex-
amples of correct event detections using this ap-
proach and Figure 15 and Figure 16 also on the 
following page show examples of false alarms. 
One of the false alarms was caused by mistak-
enly tracking a blob on the wall. We believe this 
problem can be fixed with further improve-

Figure 12: Contraflow detection using one primary camera and two 
verification cameras.

Figure 13: Contraflow detection using a single camera.
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ments to the tracker, which 
is still only an alpha revision. 
The other two false alarms 
were caused by pedestri-
ans lifting up baggage. False 
alarms such as these should 
be easily identifiable when 
this algorithm is included in 
a complete “tag and track” 
system or by using the veri-
fication cameras again. It 
should be noted that one of the main advantages of this 
approach is that it is very efficient. The algorithm ran 
at an average of 85 frames-per-second, leaving plenty 
of computation time for additional video analytics pro-
grams to operate in parallel with this program.
The algorithms described above were tested using 
video captured at an exit lane at the Cleveland Hop-
kins International Airport (CLE). The tests included 
a long video (3 hours long) with no events to test the 
system for false alarms (i.e. an event is detected when 
no event happened) and videos containing events gen-
erated by airport personnel walking contraflow in the 
exit. For the algorithms us-
ing multiple cameras, a true 
event (TE) is defined as a 
person walking contraflow 
in the field of view of the 
three cameras. For the single 
camera algorithm, a TE is 
defined as a person walking 
contraflow and crossing the 
security line or stopping by 
it.  The results of the experi-
ments are summarized in 
Table 1 on the following page.
Ground-truth annotation. Modern CCTV analysis for surveillance and security depends on sophisticated com-
puter vision algorithms. Their development and use requires a comprehensive video footage database of long 
video sequences with high-quality ground-truth data for testing, tuning and rigorous performance evalua-
tion.
It is well known that the accuracy and cost of the labeling are correlated and that the process of annotating 
videos can be tiresome, leading to operator mistakes. On the other hand, security videos often contain long 
sequences without a single object of interest present. The key enabler to mitigate the annotation costs while 
maintaining accurateness is a computer-aided annotation process supervised and corrected by human oper-
ators. For example, targets can be clearly visible, un-occluded for several consecutive frames. In these cases, 
it is possible to reduce the burden on a human annotator by simply propagating the labeling and asking the 
operator to label again only when there is ambiguity; for example, by detecting a large change in appearance 
or proximity to other moving targets.

Figure 14: Counter-flow detections using a single camera.

Figure 15: False alarm due to a reflection on the wall.

Figure 16: False alarms due to lifting luggage.
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As part of this research effort, we developed an annotation utility that can facilitate these tasks; the software 
suite “Annotation Of Objects In Videos (ANchOVy)” is a human operator-supervised, computer-aided soft-
ware package for cost effective CCTV surveillance footage labeling used in the development of next genera-
tion computer vision algorithms for security applications.
ANchOVy features a unified graphical user interface (GUI) (see Figure 17), which was designed for easy to 
learn, fast operational video labeling proce-
dures. The software suite is platform-indepen-
dent due to its implementation in Java™ and 
computational complex methods are coded in 
C++ for a short latency. ANchOVy implements 
a role-based content control concept to accom-
modate the protection of data. Three different 
user roles (supervisor, operator and user; c.f. 
Figure 18 on the following page) are available. 
Each role offers individual user rights; users, for 
example, have a read-only limited access to an-
notation data. The user identification, set by the 
operation system’s mandatory access control, 
can also be used for annotation quality control 
as well as a cost analysis.
The ANchOVy software suite consists of multiple 
jointly operating modules as displayed in Figure 18 
on the following page. The sensor data input mod-
ule (SDIM) prepares the data to be analyzed by the 
software. Optical surveillance data is in essence a 
sequence of still images recorded at discrete times. 
Digital recording systems, typically used in CCTV 
frameworks, present the film footage in a container 
format following, e.g., the AVI or MPEG standards. 
ANchOVy accesses video data files by connecting to 
application programming interfaces (for example, 
FFmpeg library) installed with the operating sys-
tem.  To reduce the required data storage space, the 

Algorithm: 2P+1V cameras 1P+2V cameras Single Camera

Week Date Duration 
(Hrs)

TE MD FA TE MD FA TE MD FA

No event test 10/10/12 3.0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1

4 10/11/12 2.34 77 3 0 77 2 0 84 0 0

6 10/25/12 4.17 85 1 3 85 2 3 92 0 2

7 11/01/12 2.5 84 2 0 84 1 0 87 0 0

8 11/09/12 2.5 82 4 1 82 2 0 85 0 2

9 11/14/12 2.38 75 0 4 75 2 2 78 0 3

10 & 11 11/28/12 4.67 144 4 3 144 5 1 152 0 3

12 12/6/12 2.84 81 0 2 81 0 2 88 0 1

TOTAL 24.4 628 14 15 628 14 10 666 0 12
Table 1: Experimental Results

Figure 17: Anchovy: a video annotation interface.

Figure 18: Anchovy’s architecture.
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video frames are usually lossly compressed, e.g., following the MPEG or H.264 codecs, which, depending on 
the compression degree, introduces artifacts that impede the annotation analysis. The software provides an 
option to reduce those artifacts as well as to remove high-frequency noise while minimizing blending artifacts 
employing a combination of adaptive image gradient smoothing, unsharp¬ening and a 3-way low-pass filter. 
To reduce the processing latency, interleaved video data is arranged back into the original image sequence.
The object recognition pipeline with automated pre-processor (ORP) is an unsupervised labeling process 
targeting a minimized human interaction effort for the spatial annotation process. The ORP provides spatial 
annotation data, i.e. positions and bounding boxes, for visible, moving objects in the surveyed area. We con-
sider this process an unrestricted visual search and track task, i.e., there exists no prior knowledge about the 
location where interesting objects will appear or their visual appearance.
We note that most recent object trackers rely on strong assumptions on the target and heavy optimization 
methods rendering them fragile and not readily applicable to the greatly differing nature of CCTV footage. To 
that account we employ the following robust strategy.
The OPR learns and maintains a background model for the low-level segmentation of foreground blobs. As-
suming a slowly varying background, continuously updated Gaussian mixture models offer the best trade-off 
between sensitivity and specificity for this task. We improve the segmentation quality by a structure-level 
model through morphological region processing and topological operations, both resulting in noise reduc-
tion. In the presence of illumination variations, e.g., due to changing sunlight or artificial lighting, a fast statis-
tical significance test is employed to minimize false positive segmentation responses.
Since humans as well as other objects of interest are characterized by predictable spatial moments and co-
herent motion, individuals entering the observed area are detected by evaluating both the shape and motion 
of the segmented foreground blobs.
Those selected blobs are then tracked throughout the video by the use of correlation filters evaluated in the 
Fourier domain - a fast low-level track-by-detection method. 
(f) Fluid models for event detection in crowds. Our roadmap to alleviate the prohibitive complexity of 
anomaly detection in dense crowds includes developing (i) a flow-based modeling paradigm, suitable for real 
time identification in large crowds, (ii) fitting model reduction methods, (iii) translating anomaly detection 
to parameter estimation in reduced order models, and (iv) couple the mass flow and discrete modeling levels. 
Each of these tasks involves both conceptual issues and intricate technicalities, implied by the inherent com-
plexity of distributed parameter models. Previous efforts focused on the development of viable global-modes 
(Galerkin) model reduction methods, as essential enablers, and as means to narrow down feasible flow-
based models that could be employed. Here we leveraged technical overlaps with other fluid flow applica-
tions to address the critical issues of unsteady base flows, moving boundaries, deformable modal expansions, 
and the evolution of statistical (“thermodynamic”) flow properties [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
We are undertaking the development of a mass-flow modeling paradigm suitable for real-time analysis of 
dense crowd behavior. Work over the last 6 month postulates traffic of N-populations, each characterized 
by a preferred destination (e.g., train platforms, station exits, etc.). A compressible, multi-phase variant of 
the Navier-Stokes equations was chosen as a target framework, with the goal to capitalize on simplifications 
enabled by the continuity assumption (as compared with existing particle-based simulation models, inspired 
by statistical mechanics and far too complex for the task). Necessary points of departure from classical fluid 
dynamics include: (i) Pressure singularity at a finite, density capacity, (ii) potential-gradients and “ground 
friction”, realized by a linear filter term, are used to jointly represent preferred routs and velocities of sub-
populations, (iii) stochastic forcing represents natural and density-induced variations in velocity and orien-
tations, and (iv) the mixing of sub-population, down to the microscopic level, to remove the complexity of 
inter-species bubbles and boundaries. Our starting point for the momentum equation of the ith population is
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Here x, u, ρ and η indicate the location in space, 
velocity, mass density, and stochastic force, an 
over-line indicates the multi-population av-
erage, and the pressure is substituted by the 
saturated density ratio. We have implemented 
this model using OpenFOAM®, an open source 
computational fluid dynamics toolbox. This ef-
fort begun with the construction, structural re-
finement of a working simulation model, and 
continues with the verification of the model’s 
capacity to reproduce generic crowd behavior 
patterns. Figure 19 illustrates the spontane-
ous generation of a two-lanes flow when two populations move through a corridor in opposite directions. 
(g) Robust estimation under l∞  bounded disturbances. Traditional noise models often do not capture 
key features of the problems of interest here. As a simple example, noise in images should be bounded. While 
in principle this feature can be captured using truncated distributions, the resulting problems are computa-
tionally hard. In addition, the resulting filters are fragile to errors in estimating the parameters of the distri-
bution. To circumvent this difficulty we developed a new framework for robust estimation in the presence 
of unknown-but-bounded noise. Using a concept similar to superstability led to robust filters that can be 
synthesized by simply solving a linear programming problem [24]. A salient feature of this framework is that 
it explicitly allows for trading off filter complexity against worst-case estimation error.
(h) Activity Recognition. Current approaches to modeling and recognizing actions of single actors [25] rely 
on local features extracted at the frame level and lack of strong relations among features across frames or as-
sume a dynamical model, which is often too simplistic, that must be estimated from extensive experimental 
data, often corrupted by noise. In this research, we pursued a time-series approach for activity recognition 
that, in contrast with previous approaches, required neither assuming nor identifying a dynamical model 
[26]. Instead, we simply hypothesized that the temporal data is the output trajectory of an underlying, un-
known linear (possibly slowly varying) dynamical system. In this context, different realizations of the same 
activity correspond to trajectories of the same system in response to different initial conditions.  Exploiting 
the fact, derived from realization theory, that these trajectories are constrained to evolve in the same sub-
space spanned by their corresponding Hankel matrices (directly determined from the experimental data), 
allows for measuring the similarity between activities by simply computing the angle between the associated 
subspaces. To further increase robustness to noise, we proposed to use a support vector machine (SVM) in 
conjunction with a discriminative canonical correlation [27] transformation to simultaneously decrease the 
inter-class and increase the intra-class distances. The proposed approach was tested with the KTH database 
[28] which consists of six types of human activities (walking, running, boxing, hand waving, hand clapping, 
and jogging) performed by 25 subjects in four scenarios: outdoors, outdoors with scale variation, outdoors 
with different clothing, and indoors.  The proposed approach achieved an overall accuracy of 93.68%, which 
is higher than the current state of the art. Figure 20 on the following page shows a diagram illustrating all the 
required steps of the proposed method and a comparison of the achieved performance against competing 
methods.
(i) Cross-view Activity Recognition. The problem of recognizing an activity from a viewpoint different to 
the one used during training is considerably less studied. Some approaches rely on geometric constraints 
[29], body joints detection and tracking [30, 31], and 3D models [32, 33, 34, 35]. More recent approach-
es transfer features across views [36, 37] or use self-similarities as quasi-view invariant features [38, 39]. 
However, the performances for these approaches are still far below the performances achieved for single 
view activity recognition. In [40] we introduced a new type of feature, the “Hankelet” that captures dynamic 
properties of short tracklets. Hankelets are defined as the Hankel matrices associated with short tracklets as 

Figure 19: Lane formation revealed by the local x-velocity when 
two populations move in opposite directions, a fundamental 
crowd behavior pattern.
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the ones illustrated in Figure 21. While Hankelets do not carry any spatial information, they bring invariant 
properties to changes in viewpoint that allow for robust cross-view activity recognition, i.e. when actions 
are recognized using a classifier trained on data from a different viewpoint. Our experiments on the IXMAS 
dataset show that using Hanklets improves the state of the art performance by over 20% as shown in Table 
2 on the following page.
(j) Contextually Abnormal Activity Sequence Recognition. We have modeled activities as second order 
stationary processes reducing the recognition problem to a model (in)validation one. Specifically, given a se-
quence of frames of an unknown activity, recognition can be achieved by interrogating models in a database 

as to whether this sequence is compatible with each 
model and its associated uncertainty description.  A 
difficulty here is that a single activity can consist of 
the concatenation of several sub-activities of vari-
ous lengths. For instance a “normal” activity could 
consist of walking for two minutes, standing for one, 
and then resuming walking. On the other hand, while 
bending over by itself could be benign, a combina-
tion walking, stopping, bending over and resuming 
walking could indicate an abnormal activity where 
an explosive threat is left behind.  We proposed to 
detect contextually abnormal activity sequences, by 
recasting the problem into that of (in)validating the 
output of a switched system, where each mode cor-
responds to a given, known to be benign activity. In 
this context, any sequence of activities that cannot 
be shown to have been generated by an admissible 
switching sequence of this system (e.g. an overall be-
nign concatenation of benign sub-activities) triggers 

Algorithm Performance on KTH

Ours 93.6

Wang et al [24] 92.1

Laptev et al [25] 91.8

Niebles et al [26] 91.3

Wong et al [27] 86.7

Schuldt et al [23] 71.5

Figure 20: Activity recognition using dynamic subspace angles. 
Left: overview of the proposed approach. Right: Performance 
comparison to the state of the art using the KTH dataset.

Figure 21: Cross-view activity recognition. Hankelets are 
associated with subspaces that are invariant to viewpoint 
changes. Trajectories visible from different viewpoints 
(indicated in green) have associated Hankelets that can be 
used to identify the activity.
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an increase level of scrutiny. While the resulting problem is in principle NP-hard, our results [42] indicate 
that tractable convex relaxations can be obtained by appealing to recent results in the fields of polynomial 
optimization and semi-algebraic geometry. An example of these results is shown in Figure 22.
(k) Recovering 3-D geometry from 2-D video.  Structure from motion techniques allow the recovery of 3D 
geometry from video data.  However, existing approaches can only recover structure up to a (frame-depen-
dent) perspective transformation. Thus, they are of limited use when trying to detect suspicious geometries. 
In contrast, we introduced a new approach that implicitly exploits the temporal ordering of the frames [43, 
44].  This new method leads to a provably correct algorithm to find Euclidean structure (up to a single scaling 
factor) without the need to alternate between projective depth and motion estimation, estimate the Funda-
mental matrices or assume a camera motion model. Finally, the proposed approach does not require an ac-
curate calibration of the camera. The accuracy of the algorithm is illustrated with examples using synthetic 
and real data in Figure 23 and Figure 24 on the following page, respectively.
(l) Data Integration from Multiple Cameras: Tracking a target using multiple cameras can increase ro-
bustness against occlusion and clutter since, even if the target appears largely occluded to some sensors, the 
system can recover by using the others. Furthermore, examining data from spatially distributed cameras can 
reveal activity patterns not apparent to single or closely clustered sensors. However, in order for a multi-cam-
era tracking system to take fully advantage of the additional information available from its multiple sensors, 
it must maintain consistent identity labels of the targets across views and recover their 3D trajectories.  Pre-
vious approaches to the ``correspondence across views’’ problem include matching features, using camera 

Table 2. Cross-view activity recognition accuracy comparison against state of the art on the IXMAS dataset. Columns 
Ours, A, B, C, and D correspond to our approach, [36]’s approach, [37]’s approach, [38]’s approach, and [41]’s 
approach, respectively. The overall average accuracies are 90.57%, 75.3%, 58.1%, 59.5% and 74.4%, respectively.

Figure 22: Detecting contextually abnormal activity sequences as a model (in)validation problem. Top: Walk-wait-
walk (normal, not invalidated). Middle: Running (contextually invalidated). Bottom: Walk-Jump (contextually 
abnormal, invalidated).
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calibration information or making assumptions about planar 
surfaces. However, it can be difficult to find matching features 
across significantly different views, camera calibration infor-
mation is not always available and planar world hypothesis 
can be too restrictive.
We developed a new approach to the problem of finding corre-
spondences across views that does not require feature match-
ing, camera calibration or planar assumptions [45]. The key 
insight of this new method is the fact that, under mild con-
ditions, the 2D trajectories of the target in the image planes 
of each of the cameras are constrained to evolve in the same 
subspace. This observation allows for identifying, at each time 
instant, a single (piecewise) linear model that explains all the 
available 2D measurements. In turn, this model can be used in 
the context of a modified particle filter to predict future target 
locations. In the case where the target is occluded to some of 
the cameras, the missing measurements can be estimated us-
ing the facts that they must lay both in the subspace spanned 
by previous measurements and satisfy epipolar constraints. 
Hence, by exploiting both dynamical and geometrical constraints the proposed method can robustly handle 
substantial occlusion, without the need for performing 3D reconstruction, calibrated cameras or constraints 
on sensor separation. The performance of the proposed tracker is illustrated in Figure 25(a) on the following 
page with a challenging example involving two cameras with very different viewpoints tracking a pedestrian 
in a train terminal under substantial occlusion in one of the views. In contrast, combining only geometrical 
information from the two cameras without exploiting dynamic invariance across views leads the tracker to 
get distracted by the occluders as shown in Figure 25(b) on the following page. 
(m) Dynamics-based dimensionality reduction. The problem of finding low complexity representations 
of high-dimensionality data is ubiquitous in computer vision and pattern recognition. Applications include, 
among others, appearance-based tracking and activity recognition from video data. A common feature of 
dimensionality reduction methods is that, while they exploit the local spatial topology of the data, they stop 
short of taking full advantage of the available dynamical information, encapsulated in its temporal order-
ing. Thus, the resulting representations are not necessarily the most compact ones. In addition, neglecting 
dynamical information can lead to embeddings that are fragile in the presence of outliers or missing data. In 
[46] we proposed a new manifold embedding algorithm (LDE) for dynamical sequences that exploits both 
spatial and temporal information in order to obtain the simplest possible dynamical representation of the 
data. Briefly, the main idea is to model the data as the output of an underlying Wiener system of the form 

Figure 23: Frames 1, 5 and 10 of a teapot 
sequence. (b)-(d) 3D structure recovered using 
our approach and two competing methods, 
respectively. Note that the proposed 
approach does not distort the teapot.

Figure 24: Left: Umbrella, 
frames 1, 6, and 12. (a) Ground 
truth data. (b)-(d) 3D structure 
recovered using our approach 
and two competing methods, 
respectively. Right: Human on 
a chair, rames 1, 7 and 14 with 
ground truth (dash line) super-
imposed on the recovered 
3D structure (solid line) using 
(e) our method, (f) and (g) 
competing approaches.
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shown in Figure 26 consisting of the cascade of a piece-wise linear autoregressive model (generating the 
manifold trajectories) and a possibly time-varying nonlinearity that maps the low dimensional manifold rep-
resentation back to the original data space. As illustrated in the paper, constraining target manifolds to those 
spanned by feasible trajectories of the Wiener system endows the proposed method with robustness against 
outliers and allows for handling missing data.  Further, in this context the complexity of the representation 
is given by a combination of the order (e.g. the 
number of coefficients) of the regressor and the 
(local) dimension of the embedding manifold. 
By appealing to concepts from realization the-
ory, the problem of minimizing this complexity 
can be reduced to a rank minimization form and 
efficiently solved using recently proposed con-
vex relaxations. Figure 27 shows an example il-
lustrating the resiliency of the proposed method 
to outliers. The figure shows the result of applying LDE to a video 
sequence from the KTH database, where the location of the actor 
in the 40th frame is shifted with respect to the location of the ac-
tor in other frames due to unintentional camera jitter. As shown in 
Figure 27, the outlier has minimal influence on the structure of the 
obtained manifold.
(n) Fast Algorithms for Structured Robust Principal Compo-
nent Analysis. A large number of problems arising in computer vi-
sion can be reduced to the problem of minimizing the nuclear norm 
of a matrix, subject to additional structural and sparsity constraints 
on its elements. Examples of relevant applications include, among 
others, robust tracking in the presence of outliers, manifold em-
bedding, event detection, inpainting and tracklet matching across 
occlusion. In principle, these problems can be reduced to a convex 
semi-definite optimization form and solved using interior point 
methods. However, the poor scaling properties of these methods 
limit the use of this approach to relatively small sized problems. In 
[47] we show that structured nuclear norm minimization problems 
can be efficiently solved by using an iterative Augmented Lagrang-

Figure 25: Tracking 
using multiple cameras. 
The two viewpoints are 
significantly differenr 
and the occlusion is due 
to an object with similar 
appearance to the target. 
(a) The proposed method 
successfully tracks the 
target. (b) A state of the 
art approach that does 
not use dynamics fails to 
track the target due to 
occlusion.

Figure 26: Wiener model for dimansionality reduction. The 
manifold trajectory y has dimensionality d and the data set x 
has dimensionaly D, with D>>d.

Figure 27: Robustness to outliers of the 
LDE dimensionality reduction algorithm.
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ian Type (ALM) method that only requires performing at each iteration a combination of matrix thresholding 
and matrix inversion steps. The proposed algorithm results in a substantial reduction of computational time 
and memory requirements when compared against interior-point methods, opening up the possibility of 
solving realistic, large sized problems. Figure 28 shows the results of applying the proposed algorithm to re-
move outliers from trajectories that are 250 frames long, manually corrupted with outliers added at random 
locations with probability 
0.2. As illustrated there, 
our algorithm (SRPCA) 
was able to recover the 
original trajectories in 
about 25 seconds. On the 
other hand, this example 
could not be solved using 
a standard SDP solver in 
a computer with 24GB of 
RAM due to insufficient 
memory.
(o) Tracking the invis-
ible. Tracking objects in 
the presence of clutter 
and long occlusions remains a challenging problem.  Recent tracking approaches [48, 49, 50] incorporate 
concepts from object detection and recognition to recapture the target after it was occluded. However, these 
approaches cannot provide estimates of the location of an occluded target and hence must rely entirely on 
its appearance, which, in turn, can change significantly and lead to tracking failures.  More traditional ap-
proaches to tracking seek to improve robustness to occlusion by estimating the position of the target through 
Kalman, Extended-Kalman or Particle filtering [51, 52, 53, 54]. While successful in many scenarios, these 
approaches often suffer from assuming too simplistic dynamical models (i.e. Brownian motion, constant ve-
locity, etc.) and can easily drift in the presence of prolonged occlusions and clutter similar to the target.  This 
problem can be avoided in part by assuming a piecewise linear dynamical model that is fitted as the data 
becomes available [45, 55]. However, these techniques can also fail if occlusions are very long or if the camera 
undergoes severe motion. This problem is illustrated in Figure 29b on the next page where a tracker using 
this approach fails to estimate the correct location of a bouncing ping-pong ball while occluded by a black 
book in a video captured by a camera undergoing severe motion.
More recently, [56, 57, 59] proposed to use context relationships that exploit strong motion correlations be-
tween the target and near-by regions or features. Both [56, 59] propose to use  ``companion regions’’ close to 
the target. The approach used in [59] only works for a stationary camera and the companion region, which 
remains unchanged as the target moves, must be manually selected. On the other hand, in [56] context re-
gions are found using a color-based split-and-merge segmentation algorithm and selected through a mining 
process that looks for large regions that co-occur with the target and whose locations are related to the target 
position through an affine model. Thus, in practice, the target and the context objects are roughly modeled as 
moving approximately as a rigid in 3D and in close proximity to each other. 
As a result, the number of suitable context objects is rather limited since they have to be large regions and 
neither regions with complex motions nor stationary background regions perform well as context features. 
This is illustrated in Figure 29c on the next page where the only regions available to be used as context belong 
to the background. In this case, these regions appear to be moving due to the camera motion. However, the 
relative motion between the targets (rolling and bouncing ping-pong balls) and the candidate context regions 
cannot be modeled as affine due to the severe camera motion. Indeed, the estimates of the locations of the 
targets provided by the two best context regions are very far from the true position. Furthermore, it should 

Figure 28: Using SRPCA to clean long trajectories.
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be noted that even when good context regions that move with the target are available, the context objects are 
likely to be occluded along with the target due to their proximity, leaving the tracker vulnerable.  
In [57], the authors propose to use a Generalized Hough Transform approach with a  more dense set of ``sup-
porter features’’  that are learned and updated over time which allows the tracker to handle moderate camera 
motion. However, the method uses a simple motion support model that assumes that the relative position 
between the supporter features and the target is more or less constant and uses a manually selected forget-
ting factor to weight previous estimates. As a result, their predictions can be incorrect due to the mismatch 
between the true and the assumed motion model (this problem is also exacerbated by the fact that predic-
tions are made using a polar coordinate system based on the dominant orientation of a histogram of gradi-
ents which is sensitive to noise and illumination variations) as illustrated in Figure 29d where the tracker 
incorrectly estimates the locations of the bouncing and the rolling ping-pong balls. 
In [58], we propose a robust context based tracking algorithm -- the Robust Supporter Tracking (RST) algo-
rithm -- that uses the relative dynamics between the target and contextual features to estimate the location 
of the target during occlusion and in the presence of severe camera motion.  The main idea is to be able to ex-
ploit dense context features that exhibit different levels of motion correlation with the target, as they become 
available. In this way, the proposed tracker can fuse information supported by the available features, but it 
is not restricted to only using highly correlated or physically proximate ones. To accomplish this, the tracker 
estimates the motion correlation between candidate supporter features and the target, and weights the tar-
get location estimates accordingly. It should be noted that the estimates are done using Hankel matrices of 
sequences of measurements, without making a priori assumptions about their dynamics.   The proposed 
method is inspired by the ideas proposed by  [56, 57] and the Hankel based trackers proposed in [45, 55]. Yet, 
as illustrated in Figure 29e and in several experiments, the proposed tracker makes more accurate estima-
tions of the target location and is more robust to severe camera motion than these approaches. In particular, 
the RST tracker has the following advantages:
1. Compared to [56, 57], it can use arbitrarily complex relative dynamics between the context features and 

the target, and supporter features may move or not with the target. Thus, the number of context features 
available is larger than in these previous approaches. Furthermore, the context features proposed here 
tend to be better spatially distributed in the images, as they do not need to be in close proximity with the 

Figure 29: Tracking with occlusion and severe camera motion. (a) Sample frames of  a bouncing (marked in green) 
and a rolling (marked in red) ping-pong balls. (b-e) Estimated locations by using (b)  a piece-wise linear motion model 
[55]; (c)  context regions and an affine relative motion model [56]; (d) support features and an approximately constant 
distance model [57]; (e)  dynamic support features as proposed in this research [58].
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target. Finally, it weights the reliability of the predictions according to the complexity of the dynamics. 
As a result, the estimates of the target position are more robust to noise, especially during large and long 
occlusions, even in the presence of severe camera motion.

2. Compared to [45, 55], it uses multiple cues to estimate the target location. As a result, it is more robust to 
noise, long occlusions and changes in dynamics.

To measure the estimation accuracy, the algorithm was tested with videos where the ground truth is avail-
able. In three of the test videos (India, Beer Robot, Bouncing Ball), there is no occlusion and the ground truth 
of the target position is obtained by KLT and occlusion is simulated. In the swinging racket video, the ground 
truth during the occlusion was obtained by using a VICON system to track a label attached on the table ten-
nis racket. In the short-term estimation case, the estimation was always made upon the past ground truth. In 
the long-term estimation, the estimation was made upon the past estimations and the ground truth before 
estimations. Sample frames for the long-term occlusion cases are shown in Figure 30. The means of the esti-
mation errors for short and long term-occlusion visualized in Figure 31 and Figure 32 on the following page, 
respectively.  As seen there, the proposed algorithm gives consistently more accurate estimations, and it is 
significantly better when there are long occlusions.

Figure 30: Sample frames with known ground truth data from sequences: (a) India traffic (occlusion = 21frs.); (b) 
Beer Robot (occlusion = 125frs.); (c) Bouncing ball (occlusion = 12frs.); and (d) Swinging racket (occlusion = 13frs.). 
We mark  the tracked target with a red crossed circle, the RST estimation with a green dot, the ST estimation with a 
yellow circle, and the RT  estimation with a magenta cross. The cyan lines point to where the RST features vote and 
the green and red dash lines are the affine coordinate basis of each supporter. Also, the sequentially tracked features 
are marked as blue circles.
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IV. LEVERAGING OF RESOURCES

M. Sznaier and O. Camps received a $490K grant (2009-
2012) from AFOSR to develop algorithms and the sup-
porting theory for Robust Dynamic Vision Methods for 
Persistent Surveillance and Enhanced Autonomy and 
a $450 grant (2012-2015) from AFOSR for Compres-
sive Information Extraction: A Dynamical Systems Ap-
proach.

V. DOCUMENTATION

A.	 Publications	

1. M. Sznaier, “Compressive Information Extraction: A Dynamical Systems Approach,” Proc. 2012 Sym-
posium on Systems Identification (SYSID 2012), Plenary Paper, pp. 1559--1568, July 2012.

2. Dabbene, F., Sznaier, M., and Tempo, R.,  “A Probabilistic Approach to Optimal Estimation. Part I: 
Problem Formulation and Methodology,” Proc. 2012 IEEE Conf. Dec. and Control, pp. 190 -195.

3. Dabbene, F., Sznaier, M., and Tempo, R.,  “A Probabilistic Approach to Optimal Estimation. Part II:  
Algorithms and Applications,” Proc. 2012 IEEE Conf. Dec. and Control, pp. 196-201.

4. Ayazoglu. M., and Sznaier, M.,  “An Algorithm for Fast Constrained Nuclear Norm Minimization and 
Applications to Systems Identification,” Proc. 2012 IEEE Conf. Dec. and Control, pp. 3469-3475.

5. Cheng, Y., Wang, Y., Sznaier, M.,  Ozay, N., and Lagoa, C., “A Convex Optimization Approach to Model 
(In)validation of Switched ARX Systems with Unknown Switches,” Proc. 2012 IEEE Conf. Dec. and 
Control, pp. 6284-6290.

B.	 Technology	Transfer

We initiated collaborations with TSA at Cleveland Airport  (OH) and Mass Transport Authority at Logan Air-
port (MA) to design, deploy and test video analytics algorithms for airport security. As part of this effort we 
have recorded video sequences at these airports to test contra-flow in the exit detection and distributed vi-
sual tracking. We are currently in the process of deploying algorithms for contra-flow detection at Cleveland 
Airport.

C.	 Seminars,	Workshops	and	Short	Courses

1. “Controlling the Data Deluge,” Plenary lecture, MED 2012, Barcelona, Spain, July 2012, Mario Sznaier.

Figure 31: Estimation 
error. ST is short for 
Supporter Tracker  
[57]; RT is short for  
Robust Tracker(RT) 
[55]; Robust 
Supporter Tracker 
(RST) is proposed 
algorithm. (a) Short 
term occlusion. (b) 
Long term occlusion.

Figure 32: True position of the pingpong racket and  
long term estimates.
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2. “Compressive Information Extraction: A Dynamical Systems Approach,” Plenary lecture, SysID 2012, 
Brussels, Belgium, July 2012, Mario Sznaier.

3. “Taming the Upcoming Data Deluge: A Systems and Control Perspective.” Semiplenary, 2012 IEEE 
Conf. Decision and Control, December 2012, Mario Sznaier.
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